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Abstract: Among the design disciplines, architectural education in Australia has a
unique constraint: accreditation. On the one hand, competency requirements by accrediting bodies potentially limit an educator’s autonomy and curriculum development. On the other, competencies define and regulate a profession by ensuring standard knowledge and skills. In this paper, we analyse the pedagogical and professional
impacts of the 2021 “National Standard of Competencies” for Australian architects,
particularly the inclusion of Indigenous Knowledge for the first time. Together with the
recent Indigenous Design Charter – Communication Design, these competencies signal
a shift in Australian architectural and design education that suggests a vision closer to
Escobar’s “design for the pluriverse”. Embedding Indigenous Knowledge and worldviews through mandatory requirements is a first step in changing not only pedagogy
but also the design professions.
Keywords: pedagogy, architecture, indigenous knowledge, competencies, pluriverse

1. Introduction
Australian architectural and design education is undergoing a significant shift. Researchers
analysing curriculum in Australian universities from 2013-15 “revealed that the majority of
Australian Architecture courses lack mandatory content in Indigenous Knowledge systems”
(Tucker et al, 2018, p.317) and advocated change. This change has begun with the launch of
the Indigenous Design Charter – Communication Design (2018) and the National Standard of
Competencies for Architects (2021), key documents designed to move Australian architectural and design education from a singular, colonial world-view towards one inclusive of an
Indigenous world-view. Such a move also exposes architecture and design’s historical and
ongoing role in Australia’s settler colonial culture (Veracini 2015) and poses a number of
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challenges for educators and professionals. In this paper, we analyse the pedagogical challenges of the Architecture Competency requirements and the fundamental shifts required by
educators, as well as effects this may have on professional practice.

2. Terra Nullius
Beginning in 1788, British colonists settled the Australian continent under the fiction of terra
nullius – an unoccupied land open for exploitation – an erroneous concept that remains central to the national imagination. Terra nullius encapsulated the colonial idea that Indigenous
peoples had neither cultivated nor built upon the land. The cities, towns and farms built on
the continent over the next 250 years remains a testimony to this colonial world-view. For
Goenpul scholar Aileen Moreton-Robinson:
These cities signify with every building and every street that this land is now possessed
by others; signs of white possession are embedded everywhere in the landscape. The
omnipresence of Indigenous sovereignties exists here too, but it is disavowed through
the materiality of these significations, which are perceived as evidence of ownership
by those who have taken possession. This is territory that has been marked by and
through violence and race. (Moreton-Robinson, 2015, p.xiii)

Today, Australian architects, designers and educators are starting to confront the uncomfortable questions evoked by Moreton-Robinson’s statement: how to address the colonial
violence embedded in the built environment and how to recover and acknowledge Indigenous sovereignty?

2.1 Colonial architectural culture
Australia’s colonial origins resulted in settlers adopting British architectural standards and
ideals. The colony’s earliest architects trained in Britain and the Royal Institute of British Architects set the standard for local professionals in the 19th and early 20th centuries
(Raisbeck and Day, 2016). Prior to the 1930s, Australian architects were trained under an apprenticeship system and articled to a practicing architect but, by the mid-20th century, universities established schools of architecture in most Australian states to assume the role of
architectural education. Each state legislated Architect’s Acts by the 1930s that enshrined
the legal recognition of “Architect” as a professional title that could only be used by those
who were officially accredited (Standen, 2003). Architects promoted this advantage and subsequent State Acts that defined and regulated the profession on the grounds of consumer
protection, welfare of society and ensuring health and safety in the built environment.

2.2 Knowledge gap
Most architectural and design professionals could ignore Indigenous culture until relatively
recently. Since the 1980s, there have been two dominant approaches to the representation
of Indigenous culture in Australian architecture, both relying on iconic forms or imagery to
denote “indigeneity”. The first is exemplified by Gregory Burgess Architects. Both Brambuk
Living Cultural Centre (1989) (Fig. 1) in the Grampians Region of Victoria and Uluru Kata
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Tjuta Cultural Centre (1995) (Fig. 2) in the Northern Territory were designed in collaboration
with their respective communities with the intention of embedding local stories and law into
the architectural design. However, Dovey (1996) and Lochert (1997) highlight slurs of “primitivism” as represented by Burgess’s designs and noted the pitfall whereby later “indigenous”
buildings were dismissed as unrepresentative if they did not utilise Burgess’s distinctive
style.

Figure 1 Brambuk Living Cultural Centre, Halls Gap, the Grampians, 1989. Front elevation. Photographer John Gollings. Image from Greg Burgess Archive.
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Figure 2: Uluru Kata Tjuta Cultural Centre, Uluru, Northern Territory, 1997. Aerial view of roof structures. Photographer John Gollings. Image from Greg Burgess Archive.

Figure 3: Swanston Square, Ashton Raggatt McDougall architects, 2014.

Another approach is a surface treatment exemplified by the face of 19th century Wurundjeri
elder William Barak that watches over Melbourne (fig.3). Ashton Raggatt McDougall’s design
for Swanston Square (2014) sought to highlight the dispossession of the Wurundjeri people
and their forced exile to a government mission at Coranderrk (on Melbourne’s outskirts) in
the 19th century. The provocative site is also a counterpoint to the Shrine of Remembrance
built to honour returned solders along the civic spine of Melbourne (Raggatt & Ward, 2015,
pp. 1071–1072). Some critics highlighted the uncomfortable addition of Barak’s face on the
facade of a luxury apartment tower (Hansen 2015), yet Wurundjeri Elder Aunty Di Kerr
noted the potential of such an icon when she stated: “By acknowledging First Nations on the
office buildings they are acknowledging us ... It’s the only building in Melbourne that protects country; I think there should be more” (Briggs & Kerr, 2021, p. 6).
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It is important to note that non-Indigenous architects designed these projects, and each was
awarded Gold Medallist by the Australian Institute of Architects, an acknowledgement of
professional standing. In their iconic representations of Indigenous culture, both approaches
remain controversial. As Greenaway et al state, “Contemporary Aboriginality is indeed complex and diverse and any single expression of culture that purports to unite will not go uncontested; particularly one that is designed by a non-Indigenous designer” (2014). Looking
forward, the new Architectural Competencies signal a desire to go further than these two
approaches in a potentially radical upheaval of architectural education and expertise.

3. Embedding Indigenous Knowledge in Architecture
In 2021, the Architects Accreditation Council of Australia (AACA), a national body comprising
representatives of State registration boards, launched a new National Standard of Competency for Architects that defines “the skills, knowledge and capabilities required for the general practice of architecture in Australia” (AACA 2021). The 2021 National Standard updated
the previous iteration of 2015. The 2021 National Standard sets out 60 Performance Criteria
(PC) that comprise the requirements for Graduates, Candidates for Registration and PostRegistration Architects in Australia. Of the 60 PC, 43 are applicable to Graduates (and therefore directly impact pedagogy), the rest are for Candidates for Registration and Post-Registration (that is, professionals).
Comparing the 2015 and 2021 documents, the latest version has a significant new emphasis:
on Indigenous Knowledge and Country, with six new PC addressing this in project planning,
site planning, consultation, and materials consideration. Additionally, a more holistic understanding of Indigenous Knowledge is stated in PC27 in which graduates are expected to:
Understand how to embed the knowledge, worldviews and perspectives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, shared through engagement processes, into the
conceptual design in a meaningful, respectful and appropriate way (AACA, 2021).

The 2015 iteration contained no essential requirements regarding Indigenous Knowledge,
Country or issues affecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples.

3.1 Designing on Country
Central to the new PC is an understanding of what it means to design on Country as opposed
to the commonplace architectural terms such as “site” or “land”. Country is an Indigenous
concept that describes a world-view, an integrated cultural landscape that includes people
and their interwoven relationships with environmental, sacred and social systems (Page and
Memmott, 2021, p.2). For Budawang designer and scholar Daniele Hromek:
Country incorporates both the tangible and the intangible, for instance, all the knowledges and cultural practices associated with land. People are part of Country, and
their/our identity is derived in a large way in relation to Country. Their/our belonging,
nurturing and reciprocal relationships come through our connection to Country
(Hromek & Kombumerri, 2020, p.2).
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The prospect of architects engaging with Country after two centuries of colonialism is a necessary one, with requirements about learning Indigenous Knowledge and Country a necessary and significant first step.
Since the 1990s in Australia, at significant gatherings – political, cultural, sporting, corporate
– it has become mandatory to recite an “Acknowledgement of Country” or, for major occasions, an Indigenous-led “Welcome to Country” ritual. Such protocols are now common,
though not without controversy (McKenna, 2014). For architects, to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land suggests a new responsibility and a rethinking of the relationship between Country as “a place that gives and receives life” (Rose, 1996) rather than as an
inert site upon which to erect an edifice of concrete and steel.

3.2. Embedding Indigenous Knowledge in design disciplines
Additionally, the Indigenous Design Charter – Communication Design, a 2018 document
comprising “protocols for sharing Indigenous knowledge in communication design practice”,
written by Russell Kennedy and Meghan Kelly in collaboration with Brian Martin and Jefa
Greenaway, offers a similar (though not mandatory) foundation for design educators working in a variety of disciplines. The Charter’s ten point summary emphasizes Indigenous-led
projects as well as attention to specificity, collaboration, respect for Indigenous Knowledge
and “deep listening”, described as “respectful, culturally specific, personal engagement behaviours for effective communication and courteous interaction” (Kennedy et al, 2018).
In 2011, Wiradjuri scholar Norm Sheehan proposed “Respectful Design”, based on Indigenous Knowledge, “founded on how design positions itself in relation to natural systems and
the social world” (Sheehan, 2011, p.70). Indigenous Knowledge is understood here as a system accumulated over 60,000 years of continuous occupation of the Australian continent.
This complex, holistic knowledge system incorporating humans and the environment is specific and intertwined with place, so that “design is ancestral and alive in Country” (Sheehan,
2011, p.76). In this context, the Western concept of design as a practice dedicated to creating original, functional buildings and products is tied to a colonial perspective. Respectful Design challenges this conceptual framework that founds a colonial Australian design culture’s
narrow emphasis on function, form, and technological innovation.

4. Theoretical shifts in architectural thinking
To approach architecture and design education from an Indigenous world-view requires
some radical shifts in thinking. The first is a reconsideration of “site” from the traditional architectural idea of terra nullius – whether a cleared physical site or a blank computer screen
– to a site already active and alive. Fundamentally, understanding Country as foundational
begins with recognizing what is already there in place, the situational arrangement of humans within an ecosystem and systems of relations. Hromek described this in an interview:
Country has a relational methodology, meaning that we, people, are related to all
things through Country, including flora, fauna, earth, rocks, winds, elements – from
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the most diminutive microbe to the amorphous ocean. This methodology of relationships keeps everything in balance, as no single entity is privileged above another. This
includes humans. The methodology of Country can – and, I believe, must – be incorporated into the methodology of built environment design (Murray 2021).
This theoretical shift in design thinking should also be considered part of the broader, global
movement of “decolonizing methodologies” (Smith 2021).

4.1 Indigenous design as method
To consider design within an Australian Indigenous context is to reconsider our commonsense definition of the word. For Aboriginal people, any equivalent of the English word “design” is situated within an alternative cosmology that challenges European knowledge
frameworks, particularly what constitutes designed products or communication systems. Rather than consider discrete artefacts or symbols, an Indigenous approach to design demands
a holistic understanding. In this expanded definition, “Design is how all living beings co-operate to co-create (Moran et al, 2018, p.73).” Contemporary Indigenous designers continue
this world-view that integrates objects, people and their interwoven relationships with environmental, sacred and social systems (Page & Memmott, 2021). While there are parallels
with contemporary Western participatory, co-design and sustainable design, such a definition goes further, embedding design within an inclusive ecology and cosmology rather than
extracting it as a professional practice with limited parameters and purpose.

4.2 Rethinking space
A further challenge for non-Indigenous architects and designers is a reconsideration of
space. The Western concept of architectural space, as derived from the modernist tradition,
is understood as abstract and universal (Forty, 2000, pp.256-75). Derived from mathematical
conceptions, architectural space comprises volumes to be measured, defined, quantified, so
as to be better controlled. Further than this:
For the Indigenous world, Western concepts of space, of arrangements and display,
of the relationship between people and the landscape, of culture as an object of
study, have meant that not only has the Indigenous world been represented in particular ways back to the West but the Indigenous world view, the land and the people, have been radically transformed in the spatial image of the West (Smith, 2021
p.58).
A non-Indigenous Australian design audience are only just beginning to appreciate the complexity of Indigenous spatial models such as the “sky dome”, a holistic, cosmological concept
that “can extend the understanding of interiority by challenging questions of scale, boundary, and projection” (Power, 2017, p.126).
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4.3 Rethinking time
Along with space, non-Indigenous architects and designers need to reconsider their assumptions about time. In the Western world-view, there has been an acceleration of our concept
of time in the past generation due to impact of networked technologies. We have inherited
a reverence for speed, impatience, and digital technologies that encourage a temporality of
the immediate present (Hassan, 2009). This pace applies equally to the production of physical products and to the built environment, with architecture occurring within a dynamic financial system and construction industry. To seriously engage with Country is to
acknowledge an alternative sense of duration – one that requires deep listening (Kennedy et
al, 2018) as well as a slow approach to design, consultation and consideration. This requires
a significant investment of time on the part of educators, students and professionals and
may clash with both university and industry expectations.

5. Towards the Pluriverse
There are parallels between design for Country and other politico-ontological approaches to
design such as design for the Pluriverse (Escobar 2018). Escobar, for example, writes about
the Indigenous people living in the Amazonian basin and their practices concerning community spaces, natural ecosystems, agriculture, fishing, and hunting, understood according to a
systemic knowledge of the world – with a general “agreement among the groups on how to
live and manage the territory … Much of this came under attack with colonialism, evangelization, and development, and even more so today with extractivism in Indigenous territories” (Escobar 2018, p. 214). Such correlations between the experience of Indigenous Australians and Indigenous peoples elsewhere resulted in the recent International Indigenous
Design Charter (Kennedy et al, 2018).
Escobar’s redefinition of design to a politico-ontological one results in a challenge to heterogeneous assemblages (Blaser, 2014). There are significant alignments between the idea of
Country outlined above and the research in the posthuman space that takes the view that
we can no longer see ourselves separate from other forms of life on this planet (Reichel &
Perey, 2018). These definitions go beyond an earlier discourse on sustainable design and architecture from the late 20th century that focused primarily on materials, systems and objects to encapsulate people, animals and plants into broader ecosystems and world-views.

5.1 Design, Country, and the Pluriverse
The alignment of this thinking – on Country and the Pluriverse – offers a new framework for
design and architectural education. However, educators and professionals need to reconsider practice in some fundamental ways. The first is addressing the politico-ontological system of a profession that is defined by neoliberalism and unfettered market-led globalism
(both in architectural production and education). This provides a fundamental move away
from an emphasis on design innovation, novelty, and progress, to care, renewal, and repair.
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Care for Country, for example, involves a reciprocal relationship rather than one founded on
ownership and exploitation, as well as a careful attendance to the broader ecology. While
the issue of place is central, so too is engagement with community, collaboration and listening. Indigenous Elders Uncle Charles Moran, Uncle Greg Harrington and Norm Sheehan describe this as:
The relationship between a people and their Country extends beyond time and is recorded in stories laid down in Country that are the spiritual source of knowledge essential to generations. Country is alive and intelligent providing everything that its people
need. As a conception Country exists outside as a living vital place that we inhabit and
through learning culture and respect it also exists inside as a model for being human in
a proper way. (Moran C., Harrington G., & Sheehan, N.W. 2018, p.75)

Nyikina scholar Anne Poelina describes the experience of Indigenous people throughout
Australia as one shared with other First Nations people whose countries were colonised during the 17th through to the 19th centuries. She writes:
… the Anglo-Australian settler society disregards the value of our human ‘capital’
grounded in traditional knowledge systems and the rights of nature. Foreign interests
view our country as a resource for investment: from the pastoral industry and intensive agriculture to mining for diamonds and gold, and from pearls to fracking for gas
and oil. None of these industries is sustainable: each has an adverse effect on air, land,
water, and biodiversity: each brings poverty to local people (Poelina, 2019).

Unfortunately, this colonial exploitation continues in Australia, as evidenced by the increase
in mining activity in the past two decades, and in particular, the destruction of Indigenous
sites at Juukan Gorge in 2020 by global mining giant Rio Tinto (Muir & Carrington, 2021).

6. The context of Australian built environment
After more than 230 years of colonialization, these issues are finally starting to have an impact on design and architectural education. Introducing Indigenous Knowledge and the concept of Country as part of mandatory accreditation requirements is an important first step
with the potential to introduce alternative world-views. But this professional requirement
seems at odds with other professional requirements that have been developed in response
to a developer-driven neoliberal financial policies that drive investment in the construction
industry. Finance capitalism is the mechanism that pays for a significant proportion of buildings and impacts on all sociocultural conditions (Soules, 2021). Within the Australian construction and built environment industry (as it currently stands), buildings are considered
first and foremost as an asset within a larger financial system (Sassen, 2001), and it is around
this system that both universities and architectural education have been shaped. The system
in which architecture exists as a profession in Australia is tied to this financial system in
which possession of land and the ongoing destruction of the environment and Indigenous
knowledge systems remain central.
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6.1 Architecture and Design Education in a neoliberal Australia
Architectural education – and the university sector as a whole – has other conflicting concerns. Architectural schools compete for global rankings (QS Quacquarelli Symonds Limited,
2021) as part of a neoliberal education machine that operates at a global scale (Readings,
1999). For cash-strapped universities, professional accreditation requirements may be secondary to the competition for international students. Also, much of the reform design education discourse assumes a lot of autonomy for academics – yet in Australia, they have increasingly less, with “content” slotted into rigid institutional systems and standardized templates designed around students as consumers.
As with the built environment, universities in Australia have been increasingly organized by
the political economy of neoliberalism. For design and architectural education, the prevalent
emphasis on teaching and use of new digital technologies align with government pressure
for market-oriented visions of technological innovation and job-ready graduates as funding
overall decreases (Troiani & Dutson, 2021). A final, significant dilemma is that few architecture and design schools currently employ Indigenous staff, although collaborative efforts are
starting to teach a beginning level of Indigenous competencies, or staff with enough
knowledge to be able to teach with some conviction.

6.2 Architectural education in the Pluriverse
As universities worldwide grapple with decolonisation, examples of the inclusion of Indigenous knowledge in other settler colonial societies may guide us to what a future architectural education in Australia might be. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, for example, Te Herenga
Waka Victoria University of Wellington offers specialisation in mātauranga Māori – privileging mātauranga Māori and Māori world views in their curriculum (Editorial, 2022).
In the United States, the University of New Mexico appointed the first indigenous chair of
architecture, Chris Cornelius, in 2021 with the directive of decolonisation (Walsh 2021). Additionally, the bottom-up demand of students including Charelle Brown, Anjelica Gallegos,
and Summer Sutton at Yale University sought Indigenous representation in the narrative of
the architecture program there (Guimapang, 2019). Their group, the Indigenous Scholars of
Planning and Design (IASPD) was established at Yale in 2018.
But perhaps the major challenge for many institutions is authentic representation. In Canada, University of Toronto’s OCAD, led by Elizabeth (Dori) Tunstall since 2016, adopted a
“positive discrimination” policy as a step toward redressing the balance of white appointments in the academic system (Grandoit-Sutka, 2021).

6.3 Future challenges for Australian architectural education
However, the integration and normalisation of Indigenous knowledge in architectural curriculum represents a challenge to the knowledge bearers. In Australia, centuries of colonisation
has impacted on the stories, histories, knowledge, and language—undermined by government-mandated programs of repression, assimilation, and erasure. Currently, there are five
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practicing Indigenous architects in Australia (Russell, 2020). Among non-Indigenous staff,
knowledge about architecture and design (broadly defined) can be difficult to access and
slow to fully acquire. Only in the last decade have there been a few non-academic publications about Indigenous design and architecture with ongoing debate around assumptions of
existing knowledge – how data was gathered and interpreted by generations of anthropologists, archaeologists and historians (Pascoe, 2014; Sutton & Washe, 2021). The expectations
of academic knowledge-production and Indigenous lived experience remain at odds.
Representation requires normalisation not only in staffing, knowledge and academic curriculum but also within society at large. For example, in Aotearoa/New Zealand The Treaty of
Waitangi has been in place since 1840, while in Australia there is no Treaty or constitutional
recognition of Indigenous rights. Perhaps the umbrella of the Pluriverse can provide an appreciation to a broad understanding of Indigenous practices within architecture and design
as part of the broader process of decolonisation.

7. Conclusion
For the past two centuries, Australian architecture was aligned to the idea of “terra nullius”,
that is, creating new buildings upon a tabula rasa. It stood fundamentally opposed to the
idea of Country, an interaction between humans and ecosystem that had existed on the continent for at least 60,000 years. Yet the new architectural competencies suggest a fundamental change to Australian architectural culture. Can professional competencies comprise
part of the toolkit by which architects and designers might begin to transition towards the
Pluriverse? Embedding Indigenous Knowledge as mandatory challenges a singular work view
and has the potential to overturn common assumptions and expectations about the foundation of architectural and design knowledge and production. Given professional competencies
have traditionally served the industry as a means of continuing institutions entwined with
colonialism, this seems an unlikely place to begin such a transition but it is a welcome start.
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